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Abstract
The Morse code is an efficient too1 for the severe disabilities that is a1ways used to represent various characters by
a series of 10ng- short sounds To keep a fixed input speed that is difficu1t for the disab1ed peop1e In order to re1ease the
serious 1imitation of typing speed contro1, severa1 a1gorithms were proposed to chase the typing pattem of a us缸，
including adaptive unstab1e-speed prediction (AUSP), 1east mean square and matchi月 (LMS&M) ， adaptive
variab1e明tio thresho1d prediction (A VRTP) , and the back propagation neura1 network (BPN) It is successfu1 to solve
the prob1em of the 盯egu1ar input spe叫， but the mathematic computation becomes more and more comp1ex In this
study , we 仕Y to use fuzzy theory combining with the adaptive a1gorithm to recognize the Morse cod己， expectmg to
adapt all kinds of variation for us己的， and raising the recognition rate
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Introduction

With the progress of information era, there are many
assistive too1s deve10ped for the disab1ed to interact with their
environment The Morse code is an efficient too1 for the severe
disabilities that is a1ways used to represent various characters
by a series of 10ng- short sounds But a user must rem巳mberthe
miscellaneous Morse code and accept an exacting training on
the stab1e typing speed with a fixed 10ng-to-short ratio
To keep a fixed input speed that is difficu1t for the
disab1ed peop1e In order to re1ease the serious limitation of
typing speed con仕01， severa1 a1gorithms were proposed to
chase the typing pattem of a user, After 1995 ，自己:re are severa1
a1gorithms proposed for unstab1e input speed by using adaptive
and network signa1 processing techniques including adaptive
unstab1e-speed prediction (AUSP)[l ], 1east mean square and
matching (LMS&M)[月， adaptive variab1e-ratio thresho1d
prediction (A VRTP) 口，斗， the back propagation neura1 network
(BPN)[ 5, 6] The recognition rate of unstab1e typing pattem had
significant improvement from A USP a1gorithm (29 ,1 %),
LMS&M a1gorithm (8 1,6%) to A VRTP a1gorithm (94 0%)[4]
It' s successfu1 to solve the prob1em ofthe 盯egu1ar input speed,
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but the mathematic computation becomes more and more
comp1ex
In this study , we try to use fuzzy theory combining with
the adaptive a1gorithm [7-9] for the recognition ofMorse code
The fuzzy process for its simp1e and fast-speed ca1cu1ation is
easi1y install叫 in the sing1e-chip microprocessor as a rea1 time
recognition, and the adaptive a1gorithm can modify the
parameters of membership functions for raising the recognition
rate of Morse code The recognition rate of the adaptive fuzzy
a1gorithm is investigated in comparison to the previous ones
,

Method
The fuzzy recognition method of Morse code is a sing1e
input sing1e output system, and that has no standard ru1e to
a正ljust the fuzzy membership functions for user's condition, so
the resu1t ofMorse code recognition is not fair This study uses
an adaptive a1gorithm 仕ying to adjust the parameters of the
membership function and 1，己的 the system 仕ace the user' s typing
pattem, expecting to adaptive all kinds of variation for user,
and raising the recognition rate, The adaptive fuzzy recognition
system structure is shown as the Figure 1
The recognition procedure is described as follows
L T0 find the typing speed, the origina1 input data Ik is
norma1ized by function f T,
,

